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RFNC-VNIIEF has a unique park of diverse during its operation (except periscopes at some
research nuclear critical facilities (NCF), such as pulse facilities). Therefore, television control (instead of
reactors (PR), critical facilities (CF) and others, direct visual control) over the NCF and the equipment
designed to carry out radiation resistance tests for condition being provided could enhance essentially the
different materials and devices 1,2), and some other activities safety.

investigations, as well. Character and organization of nuclear- and

At present a necessity of nuclear-hazardous radiation-hazardous works imply permanent control
facilities equipping with means of television over the NCF hall and the adjacent rooms. Being a
surveillance and control has become acute due to the powerful source of radioactive emanation, an NCF is
increased safety requirements to the conducted works. dangerous for the people, who through their
Along with this the requirements to television system negligence could happen in the rooms where at that
functionality have grown essentially. These moment the radiation level is haza dous to health.
requirements include technological safety, nuclear Taking into account that the number of personnel
material protection from unauthorized use, and often involved into activities at the facility can reach several
television needs to be involved into the technological dozens, television surveillance over hazardous rooms
process of the works performance. could decrease risk of the NCF personnel exposure to

Peculiar for many nuclear facilities, e.g. pulse radiation and lessen their psychological burden.

reactors, is their ability to produce powerful pulses up The accident at FKBN-2M facility at VNIIEF in
to 10' W and higher with duration not greater than June of the year 1997 3) could have been prevented, if
tens of microseconds. Any error in determining the the system of the facility control and disaster
facility's starting status, or change of this status not protection had included a system of television
taken into account by the personnel within the time automated control to survey over the process of
interval from decision making on the experiment activities at the site, where simultaneous presence of
commencement till the facility bringing into two employees controlling actions of each other must
supercritical state may result in excess energy release be observed. The experience of that accident
in the pulse, the facility destruction and radiation consequences liquidation has shown that a television
accident. surveillance system should be an indispensable

As the reason that may cause such unaccounted element of equipment to produce remote effect on
change of the facility's status the most likely is critical assemblies in cases of emergency when it is
arbitrary movement of the investigated samples or impossible to use regular mechanisms of chain
units of the technological hardware. If this fact is reaction extinguishing. That is why, the discussed now
timely detected, an accident can be prevented. requirement of availability at nuclear-h-aza dous

Each NCF is housed in a special protective facilities of means to affect critical systems from the
building that has many technological rooms with the outside on emergency necessitate that appropriate
equipment vital for the facility's operability providing. television surveillance system should be developed.

Visual control of the equipment during its operation is With the above considerations taken into account it
an important factor to prevent emergencies related to may be concluded that provision of critical facilities
power and water supply disruption, fire or the facility and other NCFs with a television surveillance system
status disturbances through the equipment relocation could contribute greatly to the operation efficiency
near the active zone. But at present, NCF remote increasing, lessening psychological burden on the
control affords no possibilities for personnel to operational personnel, and enhancing safety of the
conduct direct visual control over the equipment facility operation.
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VNIIEF has considerable experience of
development and introduction of Video Control and Let us now address the peculiarities of VCSS
Surveillance Systems (VCSS), operating within the operation at a NCF and those specific requirements to
composition of Fissile Material Protection, Control a VCSS that ensue from these peculiarities.
and Accounting Systems (MPC&A systems) 4,I). This Unlike NIPC&A systems built upon the

experience, in particular, is practically implemented in hierarchical principle, in our case VCSS, as a rule,
the MPC&A systems operating at VNIIEF's sites, in should be localized in the facility room. In other words,
the developed and deployed systems: digital video image transmission outside the facility is not needed.
control system SCS 6 and alarm event video recording But communication with the accounting system to
system DERViS 7 which enables the required number provide exact information of FM list and amounts in
of prehistory frames to be recorded. This experience the NCF rooms and their adequacy to what is needed
could be, undoubtedly, applied to creation of VCSSs for the experiment would be of avail.
for different purposes, in particular, for providing In MPC&A systems the question of servicing
nuclear-critical facilities safe operation. And from the signals from other subsystems, such as access control
technical standpoint these VCSSs could be practically system, alarm signal acquisition system, material
the same, independently of the area of their application. movement control system, by VCSS is well-elaborated.

However there are some specific tasks that should For VCSSs developed to control NCFs the problem of
be solved by VCSSs employed to control NCFs and interaction with signals from systems of control and
other physical facilities, what necessitates thorough protection, different sensors of doors, units, locks state
analysis of peculiarities of their operation. Without needs to be elaborated. Processing of signals essential
such analysis the tasks couldn't be solved effectively. for safety providing will enable a series of automatic

Let us enumerate in brief the objectives and tasks functions to be implemented in VCSS, such as
that could be solved with the use of a VCSS at a NCF automatic video recording and displaying on the
(see. Fig. 1). allocated monitor of those scenes which require the

Visual surveillance and video record of the operator's aention in the specific situation. To
investigated object behavior in process of the illustrate this an exemplary list of standard signals and
experiment. By the way, let us mention, that it is not situations demanding automatic switching, and
only the safety question, but it may be of scientific possible VCSS reactions is presented in Table .

interest, too, as it allows, for example, recording Considerable attention should be paid to the
different glows that could accompany the sample problem of VCSS stable operation under strong pulsed
irradiation; electronic noise typical for many NCFs.

Visual control of the executive mechanisms Essential attention should be also paid to the
condition (position) in the initial state prior to the problem of television control providing in those points,
experiment; where the radiation conditions are such that they

Visual control of the units and mechanisms hasten mortality of video cameras.
condition correspondence to the phase of the Let us discuss in more details the question of
technological cycle of the facility operation; radiation resistance. For the points of observation

Visual and automatic control of the personnel where the camera is to be stationary installed the
absence in the facility room and in other dangerous solution is to select radiation-proof cameras (which are
rooms; usually too expensive) or to take measures to provide

Control of the personnel absence in dangerous Ordinary cameras with reliable radiation protection.
areas outside the facility room - on the roof, in the We deem that the variant of ordinary cameras
street outside the vehicle gates, where provided providing with special protective casings is more
biological protection could be insufficient, etc. promising.

Control is possible of the personnel (the In Fig. 2 a variant of camera's radiation protection
experiment participators) presence in the exact places, is shown consisting in its installing in a niche of the
where they must be present; movable protection plug of the NCF room entrance.

Control and video record of the state of the Fig. 3 illustrates variants of special protective casings
auxiliary equipment, vital for the experiment high- for video cameras to exclude direct effect of
voltage room, water supply and purification system, penetrating radiation, having reflex visual observation
units apt to take fire, etc.) - before, during and tract (like a periscope). There should be also designed
immediately after the experiment; special adapters to connect video cameras with oculars

Video record (with audio channel, if necessary) of of common periscopes available at many NCFs.

the operator's behavior at the NCF control panel in One should be also prepared to cases (e.g. if a
process of the experiment preparation to allow danger of emergency arises and prompt measures are
posterior analysis of his actions adequacy. needed), when a temporary observation channel needs

to be arranged even at the expense of the camera soon
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death. In this case the camera could be brought into coordinates of components location and their
the facility's room through the collimator's tube or on geometrical dimensions remote measuring by the
an elevator from the protected room under the facility. video images would not only provide the essential
Such variants need to be scrutinized from both design widening of control functions in operations of FM
and organizational standpoints. Relevant handling and considerable lessening of the human
considerations, we have today, are illustrated in Fig. 4 factor influence on the operational process, but could
and Fig. 5. Undoubtedly, different variants can be also become an important part of control systems for
combined and could be useful not only in critical, but the technological processes, which involve
in regular situations, as well. Thus, for example, on an geometrical parameters measuring of the objects in the
elevator a camera protected with the mentioned casing rooms, where according to the safety rules personnel
with reflex optical tract could be brought to the presence is inadmissible.
facility's room. Casings could cover the cameras
together with a small-size remote PTZ device and a References
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The proposed system with its capabilities of
controlled scene automatic analyzing, determining
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Table 1. ExemplaiylistofstandardsignalsandpossibleVCSSreactions

K2 Signal of the system of NCF control and safety Picture
providing

I Control panel starting General view of the NCF hall (automatically)
and technological rooms by choice

2 Excess of neutron flux or gamma-radiation level in the The facility general view
hall (on the facility switching-on)

3 1 Excess of gamma-radiation level in the room The room general view
4 Fire sensors actuation The room general view
5 Terminal switches actuation on opening the protective View of the room from which personnel enter

door of the facility's hall the reactor hall and general view of the reactor
hall

6 Actuation of terminal switches of the technological The room general view
room

7 Signal for the facility moving View of the path of the facility movement
8 NCF calibration mode View of the facility with the loading table �rTd

investigated samples.

9 NCF operating mode View of the facility with the loading table and
investigated samples

10 Excess of neutron flux or gamma-radiation level in the View of the facility with the loading table and
ha] I (in operation mode) investigated samples

12 The equipment relocation to load samples to be studied View of the equipment being moved

13 The protective equipment relocation from residual View of the protective equipment being moved
radiation

14 1 Alarm signa "Man in the roonf' The room general view
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Fig. 3- Variants of special protective casings for the
cameras.

Note. Not shown in the pictures, but obviously

Fig. I - VCSS application at NCF. necessary for all these variants, are some optical
systems to correct distortions itroduced by the

mirrors.
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Fig. 2 - A variant of providing radiation safety for the
camera in a ruche of the movable protective plug of

the reactor hall entrance.

Fig. 4 - A video camera brought into the reactor hall
through the collimator tube.
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Fig. 6 - Manipulator equipped with a video system for
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